Esta es la versión de autor del artículo publicado en: This is an author produced version of a paper published in: We present an overview of the general concepts of polaritonic chemistry with organic molecules, i.e., the manipulation of chemical structure that can be achieved through strong coupling between confined light modes and organic molecules. Strong coupling and the associated formation of polaritons, hybrid light-matter excitations, leads to energy shifts in such systems that can amount to a large fraction of the uncoupled transition energy. This has recently been shown to significantly alter the chemical structure of the coupled molecules, which opens the possibility to manipulate and control reactions. We discuss the current state of theory for describing these changes and present several applications, with a particular focus on the collective effects observed when many molecules are involved in strong coupling.
whereT n is the kinetic energy operator for the nuclei, whileĤ e ( R) is the electronic Hamiltonian, which contains all electronic contributions as well as the internuclear interaction, but only depends parametrically on the nuclear degrees of freedom, R. Diagonalization ofĤ e ( R) yields a set {Φ k ( R)} of adiabatic electronic eigenstates, withĤ e ( R)Φ k ( R) = V k ( R)Φ k ( R), where the V k ( R) are the electronic PES. The so-called Born-Huang expansion consists in writing the total system wavefunction in terms of this basis,
where the nuclear wavefunctions χ k ( R) act as the expansion coefficients. Inserting this in the Schrödinger equation leads to
where the operator Λ i,j = Φ i ( R)|T n |Φ j ( R) −T n δ i,j accounts for nonadiabatic coupling between electronic surfaces. These couplings become small for energetically well-separated PES, such that molecular dynamics can often be understood by considering nuclear motion on isolated PES and neglecting intersurface couplings, leading to the Born-Oppenheimer approximation. However, nonadiabatic couplings do become relevant when different PES approach each other, especially close to conical intersections (points of degeneracy) which are known to determine many photochemical processes. For a more detailed analysis, see [59] [60] [61] [62] [63] and references therein.
We now extend the formalism discussed above to treat coupling of a collection of N molecules to one or several quantized light modes. The corresponding Hamiltonian includes a sum over bare-molecule Hamiltonians, the energy of the quantized light modesĤ ph , and the interaction between the molecules and the light modesĤ
int ( R i ). While they could be included easily, for simplicity we assume that direct interactions between the molecules are negligible. The total Hamiltonian is then given bŷ
The Hamiltonian in this form is still completely general and can also be seen as an extension of the well-known Dicke or Tavis-Cummings models 64, 65 to more complex emitters. It forms the starting point for almost all treatments of strong light-matter coupling involving molecules.
For example, in the Holstein-Tavis-Cummings models, 39, 47, 48, 52, 66, 67 nuclear motion is assumed to be described by harmonic oscillator potentials, which allows for trivial diagonalization of the full bare-molecule Hamiltonian (usually restricted to a single nuclear degree of freedom), and thus provides a convenient starting point for treatments of the strong-coupling regime.
Another approach consists in extending density functional theory to also include photonic degrees of freedom, leading to quantum-electrodynamical density-functional theory.
46,53,68,69
The main challenge for practical applications of this powerful idea is the development of suitable functionals describing light-matter interaction based on the electron-photon density.
In a related approach, the so-called Cavity Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the photon mode is described as a harmonic oscillator with "kinetic" and "potential" energy terms (corresponding to the electric and magnetic energy, respectively), which are then grouped with the corresponding molecular terms to obtain a Born-Oppenheimer description with an additional formal "nuclear" degree of freedom corresponding to the photonic mode.
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Finally, the approach we follow here is based on the similarity between Eq. (4) and Eq. (1), and exploits that all contributions apart from the nuclear kinetic energy terms depend at most parametrically on the nuclear degrees of freedom. This allows the definition of an
n , where q = ( R 1 , . . . , R N ) is the vector describing all nuclear coordinates of all molecules. Diagonalization ofĤ e−ph ( q) then yields an adiabatic basis formed by polaritonic PES (PoPES). In Ref. 45 , we introduced and explored this approach and the validity of performing the BOA within this setting, using a first-principles quantum approach that fully accounts for the electronic, nuclear, and photonic degrees of freedom on equal footing for a model molecule with restricted dimensionality.
This work demonstrated that the PoPES provide a useful picture in the strong coupling regime, but that nonadiabatic effects can be important, especially for the upper excited states (i.e., the "dark" states and the upper polariton). It also showed that it is possible to straightforward parallelizability of this approach has allowed the treatment of up to 1,600
Rhodamine molecules (within the single-excitation subspace) and their surrounding solvent, corresponding to 43,200 QM and 17,700,800 MM atoms in total, using 38,400 CPU cores in parallel. 72 However, this approach obviously requires considerable amounts of computing time, and due to the classical treatment of nuclear motion, the PoPES are only calculated "on the fly" and no structural information about the strongly coupled system is provided a priori. In the following, we focus on the general properties of PoPES and design strategies for achieving desired functionalities, based on simplified model molecules as in Refs. 57,58.
To demonstrate the general properties of PoPES, we first treat a minimal model involving a single molecule with two electronic states and one nuclear degree of freedom. The bare molecule is then characterized by its ground and excited PES, V g (q) and V e (q), respectively, which we here take to be similar to typical bound and dissociative PESs of diatomic molecules (blue and orange lines in Fig. 1a ). We also assume that only the electronic transition is coupled to the light mode, which suffices to describe molecular excited-state processes, but cannot reproduce effects such as vibrational strong coupling. [73] [74] [75] Finally, the coupling to the electronic part is introduced within the dipole and rotating-wave approximations, such that the total number of electronic and photonic excitations is conserved, but the ultrastrong-coupling regime (where Rabi splittings become comparable to the transition energies) cannot be treated (see Ref. 56 for an application of PoPES to ultrastrong coupling).
The electronic-photonic part of the Hamiltonian then becomeŝ
where V e (q) = V e (q) − V g (q) is the position-resolved ground-to-excited-state excitation energy,σ = |g e| is the molecular electronic transition operator, ω c is the confined photon frequency, andâ is the bosonic photon annihilation operator. The exciton-photon interaction is determined by E 1ph , the single-photon electric field strength of the confined light mode, and µ eg (q), the (configuration-dependent) electronic transition dipole moment between the ground and excited states. Diagonalization ofĤ e−ph (q) then yields the adiabatic PoPES of the coupled light-matter system.
When the coupling is negligible (Fig. 1a) , two clearly distinguishable excited states exist: the molecular exciton, characterized by the excitonic PES (orange line), and the state corresponding to a photon in the light mode, with the molecule in its ground state (giving a copy of the ground-state PES shifted up by the photon energy ω c , purple line). As the coupling is increased (Fig. 1b,c) , these two surfaces hybridize in regions close to resonance, resulting in new polaritonic PES with mixed light-matter character, as codified by the color scale measuring their photon component n ph = â †â , spanning from orange (bare exciton) through light gray (polariton) to purple (bare photon). Already in this simple example, it becomes clear that the PoPES have significantly different shapes than the PES of the uncoupled system, i.e., that strong coupling can influence the molecular structure. In addition, the presence of crossings between the two types of excited states in the uncoupled system (which become higher-dimensional seams when more than one nuclear degree of freedom is involved) immediately suggests that strong coupling could lead to the emergence of new, cavity-induced nonadiabatic transitions and conical intersections. 45, 49, 57 It should be noted that these effects are strongly reminiscent of the changes in molecular structure observed under illumination with intense laser pulses. [76] [77] [78] [79] [80] [81] However, while these approaches rely on the presence of many photons in the light field to achieve strong interactions, strong-coupling induced modifications appear due to vacuum Rabi splitting, where the field associated with a single photon becomes sufficiently strong to change the molecular structure even when no external driving at all is present.
For simplicity, we have neglected dissipative processes such as decay and dephasing here and in the following sections. For organic polaritons, these processes can either originate from the molecules or from the photonic modes. In most current experiments, the photonic modes show very fast decay, with typical lifetimes on the order of tens to hundreds of femtoseconds. 4, 13, 16, 20, 82 This is an intrinsic limitation in metallic structures (with strong absorption in the visible), but can be mitigated somewhat by working at lower transition frequencies in the near-infrared where metal reflectivities become larger. 32 In contrast, wavelength-scale dielectric structures such as Fabry-Perot or photonic crystal cavities can in principle be engineered with long lifetimes on the order of tens of picoseconds, 83,84 or even above nanoseconds for whispering gallery mode resonators. 85 Reactions in polaritonic chemistry that rely on relatively long excited-state lifetimes could thus benefit from the use of such photonic structures. Regarding the molecular part, the intra-molecular vibrational degrees of freedom and interactions with the host or solvent typically lead to effects on a variety of timescales, such as (essentially static) inhomogeneous broadening, but also relatively fast vibrational relaxation, dephasing, and nonradiative decay through conical intersections, polariton decay depends strongly on the actual system, and the molecular contribution can in principle be treated within the framework, we thus mostly neglect them in the current text, which aims to give a general introduction to the concepts of polaritonic chemistry. However, more detailed treatments of dissipation processes both in the photonic and in the molecular parts of polaritonic systems will certainly be beneficial to a complete understanding of such systems and in particular, the limitations of experimental implementations.
3 Single-molecule polaritonic chemistry
In the previous section, we introduced the concept of PoPES and showed the possibility that strong coupling offers of influencing the excited-state energy landscapes of molecular systems. In this section, we describe two examples of single-molecule strong coupling leading to significantly modified chemical reaction dynamics. In addition to providing valuable insight into the fundamental properties of polaritonic chemistry, single-molecule strong coupling has recently entered the realm of experimental feasibility, with several experiments reporting strong coupling down to the single-emitter level at room temperature within the last year.
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The two molecules we treat are again represented through restricted models describing nuclear motion along a single reaction coordinate on two electronic PES. In the first case (previously studied in Ref. 58) , we demonstrate the possibility of significantly increasing the quantum yield of a photochemical reaction, while in the second case (taken from Ref. 57),
we strongly suppress the reaction. In the first case, the bare-molecule level structure (shown in Fig. 2a ) is similar to that of molecules proposed for solar energy storage. [87] [88] [89] It consists of a ground state PES with two minima representing a stable and a metastable nuclear configuration, respectively, as well as a relatively flat excited-state PES. In this model, the excited-state minimum is energetically well-separated from the ground-state maximum, so that nonadiabatic couplings are small and excited-state wavepackets survive long enough to thermalize through interactions with low-frequency molecular vibrations and external bath to the ground state. The ground-state nuclear wavepacket is then well-approximated by a projection of the relaxed excited-state wavepacket onto the ground-state PES. In the further propagation, this wavepacket splits, with roughly half (56%) returning to the metastable isomer and half (44%) going to the stable isomer on the right-hand side. This corresponds to a photochemical quantum yield of 0.44 for this energy-releasing back-reaction.
In Fig. 2b , we show the PoPES generated by bringing a single such molecule into strong coupling with a quantized light mode. The lower-energy PoPES corresponds to a mix between the ground-state-like photonically excited PES and the molecular excited PES, with a minimum at the stable ground-state configuration. For the parameters chosen here, there are no barriers along the PoPES on the path from the metastable configuration to the stable one. An excited wavepacket would thus vibrationally relax to this minimum, with its character along the way changing from a polaritonic excitation at first to a mostly excitonic one, then back to a polaritonic one, and finally to an almost purely photonic excitation.
The system would thus decay through radiative relaxation by emission of the photon with very high probability, leaving the molecule in the stable configuration with a corresponding reaction quantum yield approaching 100%. This phenomenon is described in Ref. 58 in more detail, where it is also shown that under collective strong coupling, the process described here can repeat multiple times in different molecules after just a single excitation, corresponding to triggering a many-molecule reaction with just a single photon. The reaction quantum yield then far exceeds unity, such that polaritonic chemistry could provide a strategy to overcome the second law of photochemistry.
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Following our previous work, 57 we next analyze a model molecule that undergoes rapid isomerization after absorption of a photon. Photoisomerization is a class of photochemical reactions of great importance in many biological systems, 91, 92 and is also relevant for an extensive range of technological applications such as memories, switches, actuators, or solar cells. [93] [94] [95] We study a simplified model molecule that can represent a wide range of photoisomerization reactions, such as cis-trans reactions in stilbene, azobenzene or rhodopsin (rotations around C=C or N=N bonds), with an electronic structure depicted in Fig. 2c .
We again consider a single nuclear reaction coordinate, while orthogonal nuclear degrees of freedom are considered to be fully relaxed. The ground state has two minima, each representing one stable isomer, at q = q 0 ≈ −1.05 a.u. and q ≈ 1 a.u. The system displays a narrow avoided crossing at q ≈ 0 that allows for efficient nonadiabatic coupling between the ground and excited PES, V g (q) (blue line) and V e (q) (orange line), respectively. The groundexcited transition dipole moment has the shape µ eg (q) ∝ arctan (q/q m ), with q m = 0.625 a.u., in order to represent the sudden polarization effect occurring near nonadiabatic transitions, 96 although the specific shape of µ eg (q) does not strongly affect the results presented here.
In the bare molecule, excitation from the left-hand (stable) ground-state minimum again produces a nuclear wavepacket on the electronically excited PES, which in this case rapidly reaches the narrow avoided crossing where it undergoes efficient nonradiative decay to the ground-state PES and continues propagating to the right-hand side minimum of the ground state. This process is very fast, with typical timescales of a few hundred femtoseconds.
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After bringing the system into strong coupling, this picture changes drastically. The lower PoPES, being a mixture of the ground and excited-state surfaces, can be made to possess a minimum close to the initial position, with a potential energy barrier preventing the initial nuclear wavepacket motion towards the nonadiabatic crossing (see Fig. 2d ). For this molecule, it is thus possible to efficiently suppress a photochemical reaction through strong coupling. In the next section, we discuss collective effects under strong coupling involving many molecules and, in particular, demonstrate that these can lead to an even more efficient suppression of photochemical reactions.
Collective effects
In this section, we treat the effects found when strong coupling is achieved through collective coupling, i.e., the coherent interaction of many molecules with the same light mode. As already discussed above, this leads to an electronic-photonic Hamiltonian that depends parametrically on q = ( R 1 , . . . , R N ), i.e., on the nuclear degrees of freedom of all involved molecules. This general property is inherited by the associated PoPES, and implies that the effective intermolecular interaction induced by strong coupling could lead to novel correlations between nuclear motion on different molecules. Stated differently, collective strong coupling can be seen as leading to the formation of a "supermolecule" spanning all coupled molecules. In the following, we show that this indeed offers a range of new phenomena that further enhance our ability to control the dynamics and chemistry of a molecular ensemble. In particular,
we will discuss the collective protection effect, one of the central features of collective strong coupling, in some detail.
For simplicity, we again assume that the molecules are described by only two electronic states, and in addition we take all molecules to be coupled equally to the photonic mode.
The Hamiltonian is then a straightforward extension of Eq. (5) to include sums over the molecules. Since we will study cuts where several molecules have the same configuration (e.g.,
we will assume that most molecules are in the equilibrium position), we can significantly reduce the size of the associated Hilbert space by introducing collective spin operators 64,97
whereσ i correspond to the single-emitter operators for molecule i already used above and α labels groups of molecules with the same configuration R iα ≡ R α (with α N α = N ). The single-molecule two-level operators are formally identical to spin-1/2 operators, such that the collective operatorsŜ α ± are spin-N α /2 operators. 97 We can thus extend Eq. (5) aŝ
where We start by analyzing collective strong coupling for the simple model molecule depicted in Fig. 1 , and restrict ourselves to the single-excitation subspace. We initially take a cut where 2 molecules move, with the remaining N − 2 molecules fixed in the equilibrium position q eq (the minimum of the ground state PES V g (q)). Fig. 3a shows the corresponding lowest excited PoPES for N = 50 and Rabi frequency Ω R = 0.3 eV. Simple inspection already reveals that globally, the lowest excited PoPES here is not an independent sum of single-particle potentials V LP (q 1 , q 2 , . . .) = i v i (q i ), i.e, that strong coupling implies some correlation between the nuclear motion of different molecules. 45 In addition, the chosen cut here shows a general feature that aids in the analysis of these high-dimensional surfaces: While motion of only a single molecule at a time (dashed yellow line in Fig. 1a ) only shows a small barrier towards dissociation, motion of multiple molecules at the same time (green dashed line along the diagonal in Fig. 3a ) results in a high potential energy barrier. This can be understood easily: There is only a single excitation in the system, such that motion for all but one molecule proceeds along a ground-state like surface for all uncoupled states, which introduces a barrier for deviations from the equilibrium position. This feature of the uncoupled states is necessarily reflected also in the PoPES, and suppresses motion of several molecules at a time. To confirm this, in Fig. 3b we show the lowest excited PoPES for concerted motion of between 1 and 5 molecules, which very quickly leads to a significant barrier that increases with the number of comoving molecules. This implies that for many typical molecules with locally stable ground states, motion on the lowest excited PoPES after photon excitation will proceed mostly along a cut corresponding to motion of a single molecule, significantly simplifying the analysis.
We thus turn to the full excited-state spectrum, with motion restricted to just a single molecule. The uncoupled excited-state surfaces then consist of N surfaces that follow the ground-state PES along q 1 (the photonically excited PES and N − 1 surfaces where a molecule at the equilibrium position is excited), as well as one surface where the moving molecule is excited and the PES thus follows V e (q 1 ). In Fig. 3c,d , the resulting PoPES are shown for N = 5 and N = 50 molecules, respectively (while keeping the Rabi frequency fixed). As in Fig. 1 , the color scale again encodes the excitonic/polaritonic/photonic nature of the state.
It can be seen that the polaritonic parts (in light gray) of the PoPES approximately follow the shape of the ground state PES. This can be understood by the fact that in polaritonic states, a single excitation is coherently distributed over all molecules and the light mode, and nuclear motion is thus mostly determined by the ground-state PES. This effect can be seen as a generalization of the so-called "polaron decoupling" found in Holstein-TavisCummings models 39,48,52,66 (where nuclear degrees of freedom are restricted to harmonic oscillator motion) to arbitrary PES. This effect is also well-known for molecular J-and H-aggregates, where an excitation is distributed over many molecules not due to coupling with a confined light mode, but due to direct intermolecular interactions. 98 As in molecular aggregates, the similarity between the ground-state PES and the lowest excited PoPES also implies that optical transition lineshapes should be significantly narrower compared to a bare molecule due to the fact that the Franck-Condon factors become approximately diagonal if the excited PoPES is ground-state-like in a large enough region around the equilibrium position.
We next study the avoided crossing between a purely excitonic PES and a polaritonic one that is seen for q 1 slightly larger or smaller than the equilibrium position in Fig. 3c In any case, this reduction in coupling constitutes the second aspect of collective protection that stabilizes polaritonic excitations chemically. It should be noted, however, that while we study motion of just one molecule here, the symmetries of the system dictate that any one of the N molecules could move, partially offsetting the reduced coupling.
Finally, these considerations also suggest some general design principles for obtaining a desired functionality through polaritonic chemistry. In particular, the excited-state PoPES can be obtained by "cutting and pasting" ground-state-like (polaritonic) parts of the surface together with exciton-like parts, with the details determined by the coupling strength and photonic mode frequency in addition to the bare-molecule structure.
Supressing photochemical reactions
In this section, we illustrate how it is possible to take advantage of the collective protection effect to almost completely suppress a photoisomerization reaction, as first demonstrated in.
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We use the same molecular model as in Fig. 2c,d , but now for the case of N molecules coupled to the same cavity mode. Fig. 4a shows the corresponding PoPES for N = 50 molecules, again concentrating on motion of only one molecule with all others in the equilibrium position.
For the model considered here, the ground-state-like region of the lowest PoPES is sufficiently extended to provide a well-defined local minimum with a significant potential energy barrier ∆E (see inset in Fig. 4a ) towards the surface leading to isomerization. As discussed above, optical excitation from the ground state to the lowest PoPES will mostly proceed to the lowest vibrational state, so that initially no motion takes place. The wavepacket can then thermalize (on typical timescales of picoseconds at room temperature), with the lifetime for passing over the barrier determined by the probability of gaining enough energy from the bath to overcome the barrier. While a detailed calculation of this lifetime is outside the scope of this paper, we here obtain an estimate based on transition state theory. 99 This estimate should be taken with some caution, as there are at least two features of the polaritonic system considered here that differ from the situation treated by standard transition state theory:
For one, there is not just an energetic barrier that has to be overcome, but, as discussed above, the top of the barrier corresponds to an increasingly narrow avoided crossing as N is increased, with the splitting there scaling as 1/N . Within a diabatic picture, this corresponds to a transition probability to the excitonic PES that also scales as 1/N . At the same time,
there is not a single barrier, but N identical barriers for motion of any one of the molecules (with all others close to equilibrium). This gives an enhancement by a factor of N , and the two effects discussed approximately cancel each other. We thus assume that transition state theory provides a useful estimate of the excited state lifetime, which gives the following relation between the energy barrier height ∆E of the potential well and the lifetime τ within it:
where k B T ≈ 25.9 meV at room temperature. Under the condition that the photon frequency is fixed to stay close to resonance at the equilibrium position, the barrier height in the lowest PoPES depends on two parameters: the Rabi frequency and the number of molecules. Their combined effect on ∆E is shown in Fig. 4b , which demonstrates that increasing N leads to higher barriers, with the value saturating for a given Rabi splitting at around N = 100.
Alternatively, larger Rabi frequencies and the associated reduction in the minimum energy of the lowest PoPES lead to effectively higher barriers and thus a more efficient suppression of the photoisomerization reaction. The associated lifetimes (shown on the right axis in Fig. 4b ) range from about one picosecond to about 10 nanoseconds depending on parameters.
The final fate of an excited wavepacket will thus depend on the competition between two 
Dark-state collective conical intersections
As a second example of collective effects induced by strong coupling, we focus in more detail on the mostly excitonic regions of the PoPES close to the bare-molecule excitation energy at equilibrium. When all molecules are in the same configuration there are N − 1 so-called "dark" states, superpositions that do not couple to the photonic mode, at the energy of the bare exciton. When nuclear motion is considered, this corresponds to N − 1 PoPES becoming degenerate exactly at this point, but these degeneracies are lifted for motion along any nuclear degree of freedom. A zoom into the region close to the point of degeneracy is shown in Fig. 5 for motion of two molecules. Here, the two sloped surfaces (green and red)
roughly correspond to motion of the single-molecule excited PES of each of the two molecules, while the orange horizontal surface corresponds to the remaining N − 3 degenerate dark PES. Along the seams where this surface crosses the two sloped surfaces, N − 2 surfaces are degenerate. The structure discussed here thus gives rise a to high-dimensional hierarchy of hyperdimensional surfaces where between 2 and N − 1 PoPES become degenerate, i.e., conical intersection seams of different dimensionality.
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Here, it should be noted that these intersections do not correspond simply to intersections of completely decoupled surfaces, but that they actually show non-zero coupling away from the point of intersection (see, e.g., along the diagonal q 1 = q 2 in Fig. 5 ). This interaction is due to the cavity, as the approximate dark states are not completely dark anymore if the perfect degeneracy between emitters is lifted. At the same time, the very small coupling to the cavity implies that the resultant electronic-photonic states are almost purely excitonic and their intrinsic linewidth due to radiative decay is small, similar to the bare molecules (with lifetimes on the order of nanoseconds), even within lossy cavities. One particularly interesting detail here is that these conical intersections necessarily describe nuclear motion of spatially Fig. 2(c,d) . The two color scales indicate the photon fraction in the single-and two-excitation subspace, respectively. setups, 31, 32, 101 and studies of polariton lasing and condensation. 13, [23] [24] [25] [26] We here focus on the two-excitation subspace and investigate whether we still observe the collective protection effect, and whether we observe any effective polariton-polariton interactions leading to correlated motion. As in the rest of the manuscript, we neglect direct dipole-dipole interactions between the molecules, such that saturation is the only source of nonlinearities or effective polariton-polariton interactions (as typically observed in organic-based polaritonic systems due to the localized nature of Frenkel excitons 23 ). When the number of molecules is much larger than the number of excitations, it is expected that the system bosonizes, i.e., that the response becomes linear and polaritons become approximately independent of each other.
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However, it has recently been found that nonlinearities can survive even for surprisingly large values of N under strong coupling conditions. 103 As mentioned above, the use of collective spin operators becomes essential for the computational treatment in this case, as it keeps the problem easily tractable even for relatively large numbers of molecules (where a naive We use the molecular model for which we found suppression of photochemical reactions and calculate the PoPES for up to two excitations with N = 50, shown in Fig. 6 . The large number of surfaces seen in the two-excitation subspace can be approximately qualified within an independent-particle picture (expected to be exact in the limit N → ∞), corresponding to, for example, excitation of 2 lower polaritons, or one lower and one upper polariton. The color scale within the two-excitation subspace again measures the photonic contribution to each state, now spanning from n ph = 0 (two excitons, dark orange) through dark gray (one exciton, one photon) to n ph = 2 (two photons, dark purple).
In the following, we will focus on the lowest PoPES within the two-excitation manifold, which we label as V 2LP (q 1 , q 2 , . . . , q N ) as it corresponds approximately to two lower polaritons close to equilibrium. Note that for the two-state molecules considered here, isomerization after double excitation (i.e., after absorption of two photons) in the uncoupled system corresponds to two independent excitons on separate molecules, with motion proceeding on the surface
. This implies that, in contrast to the single-excitation subspace, concerted motion of two molecules (e.g., along q 1 = q 2 ) is not a priori suppressed under strong coupling. In the limit N → ∞, the lowest surface should again support independent motion, but now on polaritonic surfaces. Consequently, a cut where only two molecules move should
This is studied in Fig. 7 , which shows two cuts through V 2LP , one in which only q 1 is varied (red solid line) and one in which q 1 = q 2 are varied together (green solid line). In addition, it shows the independent-particle limit of 2V LP (q 1 ) (dashed yellow line). In all three cases, all remaining molecules are fixed to the equilibrium position. The plots are restricted to the region of interest q −0.5 a.u., with subplots showing the cases N = 5 (a) and N = 100 (b). For the case of N = 5 molecules, it is clearly visible that simultaneous motion of two molecules has a slightly lower barrier than would be expected in the independent-particle limit due to a noticeable blueshift around the equilibrium position, indicating saturation-induced effective polariton-polariton interactions. These differences disappear for large enough N and are barely visible for the case N = 100 shown in Fig. 7b .
In order to clearly distinguish whether simultaneous motion of several molecules is favored compared to the independent-particle limit, we now directly compare the barrier heights for two-molecule reactions for the different cases studied here in Fig. 7c . Each line corresponds to the same case in Fig. 7a ,b, with the difference that the energy barrier ∆E for motion of one molecule in the two-excitation subspace has been multiplied by 2 for the sake of comparison. As expected, all correlations disappear for large numbers of molecules, with the barrier heights converging to the same value. However, even for a considerable number of molecules such as N = 100 the correlations are non-negligible (remember that transition rates depend exponentially on barrier height, Eq. (8)), suggesting that polaritonic chemistry could possess subtle non-bosonic response even for mesoscopic numbers of molecules, similarly as recently found for photon correlations. 103 In particular, for the model studied here, the barrier for simultaneous motion of two molecules after double excitation of the system V 2LP (q 1 , q 2 ) is slightly smaller than expected from an independent-particle model (2V LP (q 1 )). Interestingly, motion of just a single molecule in the two-excitation subspace is even less suppressed, with the barrier consistently less than twice as high. It should be noted that the subtle effects found for the specific model discussed here will of course be challenging to measure experimentally, but they could point a way towards more pronounced polariton-polariton interaction effects in polaritonic chemistry.
Summary and Outlook
In conclusion, we have presented an overview of the theory of polaritonic chemistry under strong light-matter coupling, based on the concept of polaritonic potential energy surfaces (PoPES). For the experimentally most relevant case of collective strong coupling, the general properties of "collective protection" lead to PoPES that can be understood to arise from a "cut & paste" operation combining ground-state-like polaritonic and excited-state-like excitonic surfaces. This implies a wide range of freedom for the design of novel surfaces, allowing to manipulate the photophysics and photochemistry of the involved molecules. We illustrated these concepts using several examples on the single-molecule and many-molecule level, and furthermore demonstrated a high-dimensional nested structure of collective conical intersections with varying amount of degeneracy induced in the dark states of the system.
Finally, we showed that under multiple excitation, saturation effects leading to effective polariton-polariton interactions can influence the molecular dynamics, with correlations and deviations from an independent-particle picture even for relatively large numbers of molecules.
We expect that over the next few years, the potential of polaritonic chemistry will be further explored. In particular, there is a need for more experiments to verify and challenge the existing theoretical predictions. In terms of theory, there are several initiatives underway to allow the treatment of more and more complex systems, which should also allow easier comparison to forthcoming experiments. In the long term, a goal of the field will certainly be to investigate the use and applicability of polaritonic chemistry for practical applications.
Such applications could include the catalysis of reactions for which no conventional catalyst is known, or to do so cheaper and/or with less pollution than conventional catalysts. Another possible application is in future (room-temperature) quantum technologies exploiting the hybrid light-matter nature of organic polaritons, where the tools of polaritonic chemistry could help in controlling and tuning the properties of the polaritons, and possibly even to exploit chemical reaction dynamics for quantum technology applications.
